
 

SENSEI: Direct-Detection Results on sub-GeV Dark Matter from a New Skipper CCD
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We present the first direct-detection search for sub-GeV dark matter using a new∼2-gram high-resistivity
Skipper CCD from a dedicated fabrication batch that was optimized for dark matter searches. Using 24 days
of data acquired in the MINOS cavern at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, we measure the lowest
rates in silicon detectors of events containing one, two, three, or four electrons, and achieve world-leading
sensitivity for a large range of sub-GeV dark matter masses. Data taken with different thicknesses of the
detector shield suggest a correlation between the rate of high-energy tracks and the rate of single-electron
events previously classified as “dark current.”We detail key characteristics of the new Skipper CCDs, which
augur well for the planned construction of the ∼100-gram SENSEI experiment at SNOLAB.
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Introduction.—Dark matter (DM) candidates with
masses below ∼1 GeV are well motivated and have
received increased attention in the past several years [1].
However, such DM remains poorly constrained with direct-
detection experiments, since the energy of the recoiling
nucleus in searches for elastic DM-nucleus scattering is
typically below detector thresholds. Instead, DM inter-
actions with electrons can probe sub-GeV masses [2]. The
goal of the Sub-Electron-Noise Skipper CCD Experimental
Instrument (SENSEI) is to use ultralow-noise silicon
Skipper charge-coupled-devices (Skipper CCDs) [3,4] to
probe DM down to masses of ∼500 keV scattering off
electrons [2,5–7] and DM down to masses of the silicon
band gap of ∼1.2 eV being absorbed by electrons [8–10].
SENSEI can also probe DM-nucleus scattering through the
“Migdal” effect [11] down to ∼1 MeV [12].
An electron that is excited from the silicon valence band to

the conduction band in one of the pixels of the Skipper CCD
typically creates one additional electron-hole pair (below,
simply referred to as an “electron” and denoted as “e−”) for

each 3.8 eV of excitation energy above the band gap [13].
DM-electron scattering typically creates only one to a
few e− [5]. The charge in each pixel is then moved pixel-
to-pixel to a readout stage located in one of the corners
of the Skipper CCD, where the pixel charge is measured
repeatedly and nondestructively to sub-electron-noise pre-
cision [3].
The results presented in this Letter are based on data

collected with high-resistivity Skipper CCDs procured in
April 2019 (our previous results used prototypes [3,14,15]).
The Skipper-CCD was designed at LBNL and fabricated at
Teledyne DALSA Semiconductor. We describe key proper-
ties of these Skipper CCDs, and describe data that suggest a
correlation between the single-electron event rate, denoted
as R1e− , and the environmental background rate as inferred
from “high-energy” events, i.e., events with energies above
500 eV. We also present new DM constraints using a
blinded dataset collected from February 25, 2020, to March
19, 2020, with a single Skipper CCD placed ∼104 m [16]
underground in the MINOS cavern at Fermi National
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Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL). The Supplemental
Material [17] contains additional details.
The new SENSEI Skipper CCD detectors.—The science-

grade Skipper CCDs consist of silicon with a resistivity of
18 kΩ-cm, an active area of 9.216 cm × 1.329 cm, a
thickness of 675 μm, an active mass of 1.926 g, and
5 443 584 pix. No thinning process was applied to the back
side tomaximize the targetmass and reduce fabrication cost.
Each Skipper CCD has four identical amplifiers, one in each
corner, which can read the entire CCD. However, the usual
mode of operation is to read one quarter of the CCD
consisting of 3072 rows and 443 columns of pixels. The
serial register for one quadrant, which is the first row of
pixels that transfers the charge to the readout stage, is along
the short side of the CCD and thus consists of 443 columns.
When moving charge pixel to pixel in the serial register,
random 1e− events (“spurious charge”) are generated, which
we measure to be ð1.664� 0.122Þ × 10−4e−=pix and sub-
tract from the observed R1e− (see [17]). Each pixel has a
volume of 15 μm × 15 μm × 675 μm and a mass of
3.537 × 10−7 g. The DM science data are taken with the
output transistor of the amplifiers turned off during expo-
sure, although we find no evidence for amplifier-induced
events that occurred in the prototype detectors [15], likely
due to the improved quality of the silicon.
A silicon-aluminum pitch adapter and copper-Kapton

flex cable were glued and wirebonded to the CCD. The
overall width of this assembly is no larger than the width of
the CCD, allowing dense packing for large-scale Skipper
CCD experiments. This assembly was placed in a copper
tray, where a copper leaf-spring maintains constant pressure
for consistent thermal contact between the CCD and the
tray (Fig. 1). The module was placed in the same vessel
used for the results in [15], but with extra lead shielding
placed around the vessel (see [17]), which reduced the
high-energy event rate and R1e− (see below). The CCD was
operated at a temperature of 135 K.

The readout and control systems are fully integrated in a
new single-board electronics optimized for Skipper CCD
sensors. This low-threshold-acquisition system [28,29]
provides a flexible and scalable solution for detectors with
target masses up to a few hundred grams. The root-mean-
square single-sample readout noise is 2.5e−.
Dependence of single-electron rate on environmental

backgrounds.—We find evidence for a correlation between
the rate of high-energy background events and R1e− .
In the DM science data (see below), which has extra
lead shielding, the rate of events with 500 eV to 10 keV
energy is 3370 DRU (1 DRU is 1 event=kg=day=keV),
while R1e− ¼ ð1.594� 0.160Þ × 10−4e−=pix=day, i.e.,
ð450� 45Þ=g-day. This is the smallest R1e− achieved
with a semiconductor target. In one image taken with-
out the extra lead (the “standard” shield), we find
R1e− ¼ ð7.555þ3.286

−2.562Þ × 10−4e−=pix=day. Three additional
standard-shield images (but taken with the ampli-
fier voltages turned on during exposure) show R1e− ¼
ð4.302þ1.743

−1.426Þ × 10−4e−=pix=day, so that, averaged over the
four images, R1e− ¼ ð5.312þ1.490

−1.277Þ × 10−4e−=pix=day, i.e.,
1492þ421

−361=g-day. The combined standard-shield high-
energy background rate is 9700 DRU; see Fig. 2 and
[17] for more details. The origin of the 1e− events requires
further study. We have insufficient data to measure R2e− for
the standard-shield case. The high-energy event spectra are
shown in the Supplemental Material [17].
Data collection.—We collect blinded data for con-

straining DM that produces events with ≤ 4 electrons.
We expose the Skipper CCD for 20 hours, and then read
each quadrant through one amplifier with 300 samples per
pixel. We refer to one such exposure and readout as an
“image.” We took 22 images of DM science data before a
mandatory shutdown. All charge on the CCD is erased

FIG. 1. A copper-Kapton flex circuit is laminated to a silicon-
aluminum pitch adapter that is glued and wirebonded to the
Skipper CCD (top right); this is placed in a copper tray (top left),
where a copper leaf-spring (bottom left) maintains constant
pressure for consistent thermal contact between the CCD and
the tray when closed inside the module (shown transparent,
bottom right).
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FIG. 2. Single-electron event rate, R1e− (after subtracting the
spurious charge) versus the rate of events with energies 500 eV to
10 keV with extra shielding (red) and without extra shielding for
one image with the amplifier off during exposure (green) and
when combined with three images with the amplifier on during
exposure (black).
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before taking a new image. The read time per sample is
42.825 μs, while the readout time of the entire active area is
5.153 hours. Commissioning data, consisting of (7)
20-hour-exposure images, were used to determine the data
quality cuts. During commissioning, “quadrant 1” and
“quadrant 2” showed excellent performance, with a root-
mean square noise of 0.146e− and 0.139e− (with negligible
error bars), respectively. “Quadrant 4” had an excessively
high charge transfer inefficiency (consistent with a dis-
connected serial register clock) and its data were discarded.
In addition, “quadrant 3” (next to quadrant 4 on the short
CCD side), with a noise of 0.142e−, had an excess of 1e−

events in the entire quadrant, but especially in the first∼100
columns, consistent with possible blackbody radiation from
the surrounding warm vessel leaking onto that part of the
cold CCD through the leaf-spring slots (Fig. 1). Before
unblinding, we thus discarded quadrant 3’s data for the 1e−

and 2e− analyses; however, we include its columns 93 to
443 for the 3e− and 4e− analyses to increase our exposure
and since the expected probability of a single spurious 3e−

event is at the percent level. The total exposure (before cuts)
of the DM search data is 19.93 g-day for the 1e− and 2e−

analyses, and 27.82 g-day for the 3e− and 4e− analyses.
Data analysis.—We perform four analyses: on 1e−

events, on single-pixel 2e− events, and on events consisting
of a contiguous set of pixels containing a total of 3e− or 4e−.
Most event selection criteria are common to the four

analyses, but there are important differences, mostly because
the 1e− and (to a lesser extent) the 2e− analyses are not
exposure limited. Due to nonzero noise, we define a (1e−,
2e−, 3e−, 4e−) pixel to have a measured charge in the range
½ð0.63;1.63�;ð1.63;2.5�;ð2.5;3.5�;ð3.5;4.5��e−, respectively.
Pixels with ≥ 1e− have a measured charge of > 0.63e−.
A “cluster” is defined as a contiguous set of neighboring
pixels that each have a measured charge of> 0.63e−. Given
a pixel, a “neighboring” pixel is one of the eight adjacent
pixels. The charge of a cluster is the sum of the pixel charges.
For counting the final number of 1e− events, we use a
Gaussian fit to remove 0e− (add 1e−) events that have a
measured charge > 0.63e− (≤ 0.63e− or > 2.5e−).
We summarize next the event-selection criteria (see

Table I). Additional details are in [17].
Charge diffusion: We account for the efficiency for DM

events with≥ 2e− to be spread out over more than one pixel
due to charge diffusion. The efficiency for detecting 1e−

events is unity [30].
Readout noise: We veto images in which the readout

noise is 30% larger than the expected readout noise. No
such images are observed.
Crosstalk: A pixel is masked if it is read at the same time

as another pixel containing > 700 electrons.
Serial register hit: We remove isolated horizontal lines

of charge, which indicate a background event that hit the
serial register during readout.

TABLE I. Efficiencies and number of events containing 1e−, 2e−, 3e−, or 4e− events that pass the masking cuts for the 1e−, 2e−, 3e−,
and 4e− analysis, respectively. The charge diffusion cut assumes the DM generates single-pixel events for Ne ¼ 2e− or contiguous
multi-pixel events for Ne ¼ 3e− or Ne ¼ 4e−. The total efficiency is the fraction of pixels that pass all cuts, while the effective (“Eff.”)
efficiency is exposure corrected (since each pixel has a unique exposure) and, for 3e− and 4e−, includes a geometric efficiency. The
bottom three rows, respectively, list the efficiency-corrected exposure, the number of observed events after cuts, and the 90% C.L. limits.
ð�ÞFor 1e−, we list the number after subtracting 0e− (adding 1e−) events that are misclassified as 1e− (0e− or 2e−); the quoted limit is
after subtracting the spurious charge.

Ne

Cuts 1 2 3 4

1. Charge Diffusion 1.0 0.228 0.761 0.778

Eff. #Ev Eff. #Ev Eff. #Ev Eff. #Ev
2. Readout Noise 1 > 105 1 58 547 1 327 1 155
3. Crosstalk 0.99 > 105 0.99 58,004 0.99 314 0.99 153
4. Serial Register ∼1 > 105 ∼1 57 250 ∼1 201 ∼1 81
5. Low-E Cluster 0.94 42 284 0.94 301 0.69 35 0.69 7
6. Edge 0.70 25 585 0.90 70 0.93 8 0.93 2
7. Bleeding Zone 0.60 11 317 0.79 36 0.87 7 0.87 2
8. Bad Pixel/Col. 0.98 10 711 0.98 24 0.98 2 0.98 0
9. Halo 0.18 1335 0.81 11 ∼1 2 ∼1 0
10. Loose Cluster N/A 0.89 5 0.84 0 0.84 0
11. Neighbor ∼1 1329 ∼1 5 N/A

Total Efficiency 0.069 0.105 0.341 0.349
Eff. Efficiency 0.069 0.105 0.325 0.327
Eff. Exp. [g-day] 1.38 2.09 9.03 9.10

Observed Events 1311.7ð�Þ 5 0 0
90% C.L. ½g-day�−1 525.2ð�Þ 4.449 0.255 0.253
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Low-energy cluster: We observe disjoint groupings of
≥ 2e− events that are too close to be a coincidence. For the
1e− and 2e− (3e− and 4e−) analyses, we thus remove
4 (20) pixels in all directions from all pixels that are part of
a cluster containing at least 5e− (2e−). We do not remove
the pixels of the cluster itself.
Edge mask: We remove 60 (20) pixels around all edges

of a quadrant for the 1e− (≥ 2e−) analyses, which corre-
sponds to the halo mask (described below) for any possible
high-energy events occurring just outside of the quadrant.
Bleeding zone mask: To avoid spurious events from

charge-transfer inefficiencies, we mask 100 (50) pixels
upstream in the vertical and horizontal direction of any
pixel containing more than 100e− for the 1e− (≥ 2e−)
analyses. This distance is doubled for columns where we
observe a high bleeding rate.
Bad pixels and bad columns: We further limit the impact

of defects that cause charge leakage or charge-transfer
inefficiencies by identifying and masking pixels and
columns that have a significant excess of charge.
Halo mask: Pixels with more than 100e−, from high-

energy background events, correlate with an increased rate of
low-energy events in nearby pixels. We observe a monotonic
decrease in R1e− as a function of the radial distance, R, from
pixels with a large charge. Wemask pixels out toR ¼ 60 pix
(R ¼ 20 pix) for the 1e− (≥ 2e−) analyses.
Loose cluster mask: We find a correlation between the

number of 1e− and 2e− events in regions of size ∼103 pix2.
Since there is no reason for a 2e− DM event to be spatially
correlated with an excess of 1e− events, we mask regions
with an excess of 1e− events. We apply this mask only for
the ≥ 2e− analyses.
Neighbor mask: For the 1e− and 2e− DM analyses only,

we require the DM signal to be contained in a single pixel
and only select pixels whose eight neighboring pixels are
empty. We thus mask all pixels that have a neighboring
pixel with ≥ 1e−.
The efficiencies of, and number of events passing, these

selection cuts are given in Table I, which also shows the
number of observed events and the inferred 90% confidence
level (C.L.) upper limits on the rates. We assume that a DM
signal is uniformly distributed across the CCD so that a
cut’s efficiency on a DM signal is proportional to the loss in
exposure from that cut.
Dark matter results.—The results for the four analyses

are as follows: (i) 1e−: from the observed R1e− of ð3.363�
0.094Þ × 10−4e−=pix=day, we subtract the (exposure in-
dependent) spurious charge contribution of ð1.664�
0.122Þ × 10−4e−=pix, to arrive at a R1e− of ð1.594�
0.160Þ × 10−4e−=pix=day, or ð450� 45Þ events=g-day,
where the errors have been added in quadrature. For
calculating a DM limit below, we conservatively take the
1311.7 observed 1e− events and subtract the 2σ lower
limit on the number of expected spurious-charge events
(649 − 2 × 47.5 ¼ 554 events), arriving at ∼758 1e−-
events. The known contributions to R1e− that we do not

subtract are environmental backgrounds and dark current
(from thermal excitations). Of these, we expect the dark
current contribution to be more than an order of magnitude
lower than the observed R1e− [17]. (ii) 2e−: the five
observed single-pixel 2e− events imply R2e− ¼ 2.399
events/g-day, with a 90% C.L. upper limit of R2e− ¼
4.449=g-day (≃0.051 Hz=kg). This is more than two
orders of magnitude lower than previous measurements
of R2e− in solid-state detectors, and strongly disfavors a
possible DM interpretation for the excess events observed
in previous experiments [31]. (iii) 3e− and 4e−: we observe
zero 3e− and 4e− clusters to find 90% C.L. upper limits
on R3e− of 0.255/g-day and on R4e− of 0.253=g-day.
Figure 3 shows the observed spectra of events after

all cuts. We use these data to constrain DM that scatters
off electrons [2,5], DM that is absorbed by electrons
[8–10,32–34]), and DM that scatters off nuclei through
theMigdal effect [12]. Current estimates of theMigdal effect
at low recoil energies and especially for DM masses
≲10 MeV are uncertain [12], so the resulting limits on
DM-nucleus scattering should be viewed as approximate
only. We assume an electron with recoil energy Ee generates
½1þ FloorðEe − 1.2 eVÞ=ε�e−; new measurements at
∼6 keV find ε ¼ 3.75 eV [35], but we will take ε ¼
3.8 eV for consistency with other DM results in the literature
and since the precise extrapolation to low energies remains
uncertain. We conservatively ignore Fano-factor fluctuations
for scattering, while for absorption we follow [9]. We
assume a local DM density of ρDM ¼ 0.3 GeV=cm3 [36],
a standard isothermal Maxwellian velocity distribution [37]
with a DM escape velocity of 600 km=s, a mean local
DM velocity of 230 km=s, and an average Earth
velocity of 240 km=s. Figure 4 shows the resulting
“SENSEI@MINOS” 90% C.L. that combines the four
analyses. We use a likelihood-ratio test based on [38], with
a toyMonte Carlo (instead of the asymptotic approximation)
to compute the distribution of the qμ statistics used for the
calculation of the p value.
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FIG. 3. The pixel charge spectra (after selection cuts) used for
the 1e− and 2e− analyses. A double-Gaussian fit is shown for the
spectrum with 1e− cuts. There are no 3e− or 4e− events.
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For DM-electron scattering via a heavy (light) mediator,
SENSEI@MINOS provides world-leading constraints
for mχ ∼ 500 keV–10 MeV (mχ ≳ 500 keV). For DM-
nucleus scattering through a light mediator and for DM
absorption on electrons, SENSEI@MINOS provides
world-leading constraints for mχ ∼ 600 keV–5 MeV and
mχ ∼ 1.2 eV–12.8 eV, respectively.
Outlook.—The SENSEI Collaboration is in the process

of packaging and testing ∼75 sensors from the same batch
as the one used for this work. Up to ∼50 (∼100 g) of
packaged science-grade Skipper CCDs will be deployed in
a phased approach inside a low radiation shield currently
being built at SNOLAB. We expect that the low radiation
environment will translate to even lower R1e−. We plan to
commission the first batch of sensors (tens of grams) over
the next year. We plan to accumulate ∼100 g-years of
exposure over one to two years.
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